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District Celebrates Many Accolades 
We have much to 

celebrate this holiday 
season with the many 
accolades garnered 
over the last couple 
of months. However, 
as we catalogue these 
external successes, it 
becomes evident that 
none would be possible 
without the active 

support of our community partners. 
In early December, the Monrovia 
Unified School District was selected 
to present two of our noteworthy 
programs at the annual conference 
of the California School Boards 
Association (CSBA) in San Diego.

The first presentation highlighted 
the outstanding opportunities 
offered to our elementary students 
through a partnership with Monrovia 
Canyon Park where students not 
only learn about science standards, 
but also experience nature in one 
of the San Gabriel Valley’s most 
beautiful settings. Community 
volunteer extraordinaire and 
former Monroe Elementary School 
Principal, Joanne Spring, has worked 
diligently with Monrovia teachers to 
provide every elementary student 
with an opportunity to participate. 
Joanne also played a critical role in 
presenting at CSBA.

Our second presentation focused 
on the ways in which Monrovia 
Unified School District sustained and 
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enhanced student learning in the arts though developing 
a five-year strategic plan for the arts that addresses 
essential programmatic needs, from academics and 
leadership to funding. We provided an overview of the 
quality, standards-based, arts program for all students - 
including professional development for faculty members, 
as well as an emphasis on establishing and building 
relationships with funders and other community partners.  
At a time when many districts are cutting arts education, 
Monrovia is proud to offer the arts to all of its students. 
Indeed, with the support of the Huntington Library,  

A Noise Within Theater Group, Tony Award Winner 
Susan Egan, the Boone Foundation, the Monrovia Schools 
Foundation, Hutto-Patterson Foundation, and many 
others, our students have the opportunity to learn from 
industry experts.

The conference, attended by thousands of educational 
leaders from across the state, culminated with the 
presentation of the Golden Bell Awards to districts 
identified as hosting innovative programs. The Monrovia 
Unified School District earned its 18th Golden Bell for the 
Math and Science Academy of Monrovia High School.
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Happy New Year!
It is always exciting to begin a 

new year with great expectations.
As the Superintendent writes on the 
front page, the District ended the 
year on a high note. The standard 
is set for 2016 and the principal’s 
messages in this issue leave no doubt 
they will continue on the successful 
track.

This issue informs on topics 
ranging from a literacy garden, 
STEM grant possibilities, positive 
behavior support, to celebrating 
success...enjoy!

Our next issue is March 9.
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Become a Mentor today.
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Canyon Early Learning Center
1000 South Canyon Blvd., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2001 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

Positive Behavior Interventions and Support
This year we are excited to be implementing Early Childhood 

Positive Behavior Supports in our preschool classrooms (ECPBS). 
ECPBS is built on a research-based foundation that is 

designed to prevent problem behavior through environmental 
arrangement, effective teaching and programming, teaching 
children appropriate social and communication skills, and 
developing individualized interventions.

We know that positive social skills are critical to a child’s 
success in school. Getting along with others, following directions, 
identifying and regulating emotions, thinking of solutions for 

conflict resolution, persisting on a task, engaging in social conversations, and 
engaging in cooperative play all have a positive impact on academic success.

CELC kicked off the school year by introducing our school’s motto, “Canyon 
Cubs Make Paws-itive Choices.” The children were also introduced to our 
school-wide behavioral expectations: we take care of ourselves by being safe; 
we take care of our friends by being kind; and we take care of our school by 
being responsible.

These expectations are broken down into simple child-friendly actions, such 
as play together, share, and wait and take turns. Together with our children, 
parents, and staff members, the CELC is creating a positive environment in 
which our students can learn and grow.

Mariana
Sanchez
Director

Clifton Middle School
226 South Ivy Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2600 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

STEM Grant Possibility
Clifton Middle School was among 20 U.S. semifinalist schools 

selected in the Fab School Labs science-lab-makeover contest, 
sponsored by an aerospace- and defense-technology corporation. 
The national competition will give out five grants of $100,000 
to public middle schools for a fabulous school-lab makeover. 
Winners will be announced in December.

Clifton teachers Paul Flores and Ashley Barron submitted 
the grant application and video at the end of the 2014–15 school 
year, and the school received notification in November about 

becoming a finalist. Clifton used every possible resource to get the word out to 
as many people as possible for their designated voting day that took place in 
November. Should Clifton receive the grant, a newly designed state-of-the-art, 
fully equipped science lab will be built. Mr. Flores, who holds the positions of 
STEM and robotics co-coordinator, said, “Being awarded this grant would help 
us realize our cutting-edge vision for our STEM program.”

“This would be a great opportunity to be able to engage our students in a 
variety of STEM projects while using leading technologies,” said Ms. Barron, 
science teacher and STEM co-coordinator.

In its first year, Clifton has already made its way to the educational forefront 
with the implementation of a STEM program. Flores and Barron have created 
a class in which students learn the basics of structural engineering, Newton’s 
Laws of Motion and flight through a series of student-centered activities. 
Students also have the opportunity to learn computer-aided design software. 
Once students create a design, they are able to print it out on the school’s new 
3-D printer.

Clifton is proud to have made it this far in the competition thanks to the 
dedication and hard work of the two teachers leading the way and the students 
who have played a part.

Jennifer Jackson
Principal

Bradoaks Elementary
930 East Lemon Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2100 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

Fingers are Crossed!
Bradoaks Elementary is buzzing with activity! Recently, our 

school submitted our application for the California Gold Ribbon. 
The application was focused on the Response to Intervention 
system that our teachers have worked so hard to put into place in 
order to serve individual student needs. We anxiously await the 
response.

Bradoaks also hosted a visit by members of the Monrovia 
Board of Education. Board members viewed a presentation by 
students, staff and administration and then toured the campus. 

The Bradoaks community was proud to display our hard work and sense of 
community!

Additionally, the school’s Single Plan for Student Achievement has been 
written with the input and approval of the School Site Council and English 
Language Advisory Council. Staff and family took part in reviewing and 
revising our school plan to best support our learners.

Bradoaks offered a parent-education night in November. Our counselor, 
Mrs. Bender, along with academic interventionist Mrs. Iler hosted a Fall Family 
Seminar that focused on strategies for parents to support literacy and promote 
overall wellness. During the presentations, students enjoyed playing bingo with 
Mrs. Dyrek. Parents left the evening feeling informed and ready to support 
their children at home. What a great event!

Bradoaks had a great turnout for the Monrovia Holiday Parade! Representation 
from all grade levels came dressed in their winter gear and Santa hats, carrying 
banners, signs and glow-in-the dark clappers were ready to march and sing the 
Bradoaks Song! It was another event attended by our proud Bobcat clan.

Flag Ceremonies continue to happen twice a month and are a great opportunity 
for Bradoaks to honor our students inside and outside the classroom. We recently 
honored our Battle of the Books teams, Flag Football team and Cheer Squad, and 
Honor Pin recipients. We are so proud of our Bobcats!

Aimee Dyrek
Principal

Canyon Oaks H.S./Mountain Park/
Monrovia Community Adult

930 Royal Oaks Dr., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-3000 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

Based On the Book
Earlier this week at Canyon Oaks High School, students in 

Daniel Chacón’s drama class viewed Rutilio, a documentary about 
the life of Rutilio “Rudy” Castrellon. From childhood immigration 
to owning and operating a successful local restaurant, Mr. Castrellon’s 
story is truly inspirational to all. Thanks to Bruce Staller, the 
school librarian, copies of the film are available for teachers to 
show their students. Mr. Chacón and his first- and second-period 
drama classes took it one step further.

Inspired by specific events in Rudy Castrellon’s life that 
exemplify hard work, sacrifice, perseverance and success, students selected 
particular stories shared in the film that were most compelling to them. They 
then adapted these stories into play format, giving the students an opportunity 
to be playwrights as well as actors. While they have taken some creative liberties, 
every single scene is inspired by factual information presented in the film.

But this project is more than just creative writing and performance. It is also 
a historical and cultural exploration that has allowed students to make personal 
connections to their own families as well as the community of Monrovia. Using 
narration, dialogue, physical imagery and music, students have been writing 
and rehearsing scenes inspired by Mr. Castrellon’s real-life experiences.

In December, Canyon Oaks High School will be honored to host Mr. Castellon 
and members of his family, who will be visiting Mr. Chacón’s drama class from 
8:45–9:45 a.m. to watch the students perform their scenes based on his life.

Flint Fertig
Principal

http://www.MonroviaSchools.net
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Monroe Elementary
402 West Colorado Blvd., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2300 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

Our Garden is Growing
Monroe Elementary School has begun a literacy garden 

project, thanks to the efforts of parents Abigail Veltman and 
Toni Jones. After these parents attended a workshop on building 
school gardens this fall, the Los Angeles County Arboretum 
donated time and resources to the school. On November 19, 
Arboretum personnel brought gardening supplies, tools, and 
plants to Monroe. They helped students to build raised planting 
beds and to plant vegetables and herbs.

Monroe fifth-graders have taken on the responsibility of 
maintaining the garden during their recesses and after school, under the 
direction of teacher Virginia Recendez and parent lead Yoko Kato-Bethke.

Plans are in place to expand the garden to create a restful place for students 
to sit and read and to participate in the science of growing things. Additional 
funding sources are being pursued, and donations of time and garden supplies 
have been provided by many of Monroe’s amazing parents.

Cynthia Lathrop
Principal

Mayflower Elementary
210 North Mayflower Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2200 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

Celebrating Success
At Mayflower Elementary we strive to do our best each and 

every day, and with one goal in mind: student achievement. 
Our Mariners continue to strive and give us many reasons to 
“Celebrate 365”!

At the culmination of a recent school literacy challenge, our 
students met their goal of 1,300 book reports to earn a pajama 
day celebration at the school. The Student Council, Renaissance, 
and Peace Patrol leadership teams also organized a school-wide 
kindness campaign, with each day specifically outlined for a 
celebration of gratitude.

Each month we also celebrate the approximately 50 students who have 
shown positive growth in academics, attendance, and behavior. Our goal is to 
inspire and motivate all of our students to strive for their best every day, and to 
show positive growth in all areas of life.

On November 9, through the leadership of our school counselor, we also 
recognized 44 students as our “Mariner Climbers” for the month. Our extremely 
supportive PTA, parents, and community have all been a vital part of the many 
successes that we have recently celebrated.

Dr. Tamar  
Kataroyan

Principal

Monrovia High School
845 West Colorado Blvd., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2800 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

Celebrations and Challenges
Monrovia High School continues to be recognized for the 

quality programs that provide high quality instruction for 
students. The Math and Science Academy (MASA), a Gold Ribbon 
Model Program, has earned another the coveted Golden Bell 
from the California State School Board Assosciation. MASA is 
a comprehensive 4-year high school curriculum that offers a 
highly competitive college preparatory program that prepares 
students for success in pursuing majors and careers in the STEM 
field. Since the beginning of MASA in 2008, Monrovia High 

School has realized an 
increase of AP course 
offerings, participation, 
and pass rates; an average 
acceptance rate of 99% to 
4 year university among 
academy graduates with 
65% seeking a major 
in a STEM field and a 
20% growth of female 
academy participants. On 
behalf of the school and 
the District, Principal 
Kirk McGinnis and Board 
Member Ed Gililland 
accepted the award. It 

was formally presented to the School Board to display in honor as recognition  
of the outstanding service provided to students at MHS. This marks the 18th 
Gold Bell award for MUSD.

Monrovia High school proves to persevere through a difficult situation: 
a fire. In the early morning hours on Monday November 30, 2015 a fire was 
intentionally set at Monrovia High School in the administration building. 
Following the immediate and effective response by the Monrovia Fire and 
Police Departments, safety inspectors were called to assess the damage and 
once it was clear that students would be safe on campus, school was ready to 
begin at 8:00! Students and staff worked together to ensure that instruction 
continues in spite of challenges of limited internet, inconsistent phone service, 
and no access to the cafeteria, classrooms and offices. The campus is now 
settled with operating phones, full internet access, and relocated classrooms 
settled. The monumental fire clean up and restoration project has begun in 
earnest and the front of the school has once again taken on the feel of a full 
construction site. The MHS family, Home to Scholars and Champions, will 
continue to provide quality instruction in this time of rebuilding.

Kirk McGinnis
Principal

Receiving the Golden Bell on behalf of MUSD and MHS are  
Board Members Terrence Williams, Alex Zucco, Principal Kirk 
McGinnis, Connie Gililland and Board Member Ed Gililland.

Monrovia High School MASA Mentor students providing  
enrichment science instruction at one of the Monrovia elementary schools.

http://www.MonroviaSchools.net
http://www.MonroviaSchools.net
http://www.MonroviaSchools.net
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Wild Rose Elementary
232 Jasmine Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2500 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

Parents Are the First Teachers
Wild Rose Elementary School has been reaching out families 

and providing parent education classes in English and Spanish. 
Wild Rose is utilizing two parent education programs: the Latino 
Literacy Project and the Parent Institute for Quality Education 
(PIQE). The goal of these two programs is to help families feel 
more connected to school and to encourage them to support their 
children’s education.

Wild Rose has a significant population of students who live in 
the southwest corner of the city. This pocket of families live two 

and a half miles away from the school site. Many of these families do not have 
transportation to get to the school site when parent education is offered, and it 
would take an hour for them to walk to the school. To help with this challenge, 
the school’s community liaison, Dinorah Keith, has come up with an innovative 
idea: she is offering parent education through the Latino Literacy Project in the 
apartment complex where many of these parents live. Thanks to her personal 
outreach of support, parents are feeling more connected to the school.

PIQE’s Parent Engagement in Education Program educates, empowers, 
and transforms parents to actively engage in their children’s education and 
strengthen parent-school collaboration in order to improve the academic 
success of students. More than 40 parents attended the nine-week session in 
their home languages on the school campus and graduated in December.

Stacy Ayers
Principal

Santa Fe Middle School
148 West Duarte Rd., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2700 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

Go, Cougars!
The holidays are a special time here at Santa Fe Middle School. 

Kindness fills the air, and we often like to take a moment to reflect 
upon all of the blessings that have been bestowed upon us, as well 
as the struggles that those who are less fortunate have to face.

When presented with these struggles, Santa Fe always comes 
together as a family to rally in support of our community. This 
year there have been two activities that we are most proud of: our 
canned food drive, and our adoption of families in need.

Santa Fe ran a canned food drive during the first two weeks 
of November to collect donations for the Foothill Unity Center. 

In total, we collected 713 canned goods to give to local families in need. In 
addition to this drive, the Santa Fe staff and community also reached out to 
offer additional support this holiday season. Through the cooperation of our 
counselors, administrators, teaching staff, and church partners, many of our 
families in need were given a little extra support in the form of presents and food.

The holiday season is one in which all individuals should feel joyous. Santa 
Fe works hard to make sure that the whole community is embraced. We are a 
Cougar family during school hours and after, and for that we are grateful!

Dr. Caroline
Sweeney
Principal

Plymouth Elementary
1300 Boley St., Monrovia, CA 91016 • 626/471-2400 • www.MonroviaSchools.net

21st-Century Learning Shines
Plymouth Elementary School’s School Site Council voted 

to buy 105 netbooks. These innovative laptops allow students 
to access documents and websites from their Google Drive 
anywhere in the world. These netbooks combine collaboration 
and learning.

Although we do not have a one-to-one device to student ratio, 
we are moving toward this type of option. Students and teachers 
are using the mobile carts almost as much as the traditional 
computer lab. The use of the netbooks has opened many 
possibilities for blended, or web-based, learning.

Students enjoy taking reading tests, doing research, and practicing 
keyboarding with our typing program. Students also have begun using 
netbooks to do some coding this year. Our third-grade classes completed the 
district English language arts assessment on the netbooks, giving teachers 
immediate feedback on student progress.

Suzanne Heck
Principal
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Under the Sea — Word Search Contest
One word in the list is NOT in the word search.

When you have completed the word search, one word will be left and that word you 
email to: Kay@schoolnewsrollcall.com (Must put Monrovia in the subject line)

Rules!

Entries must be received by February 15, 2016
From the correct entries one name will be drawn to win 

a $20 gift certificate redeemable at Barnes & Noble.

ABALONE

ANGELFISH

BARNACLE

CLAM

CLOWNFISH

CORAL

CRAB

CUTTLEFISH

DOLPHIN

HALIBUT

EEL

FUGU

KRILL

LOBSTER

PUFFERFISH

SPONGE

SQUID

ZOOPLANKTON

Congratulations to 
Alex Correa

Winner of the November Word Search Contest!

Note-ables

It’s Not Fair to Me 
You know that you have something special when a couple 

of guys with a collective résumé that includes professional 
blues musician, innovative educator, performance artist, 
children’s book author and NPR commentator put out a 
children’s CD. The songs, which uniquely deal with childhood 
agonies and annoyances—hat swiping at recess, copycatting, 
unfairness—are more than clever; they’re backed with music and 
harmonies catchy enough to plant earworms for days in children 
and adults alike.

Bill Harley and Keith Munslow are old friends and fellow 
performers who decided to combine their impressive talents to create a superior 
project. The title song is catchy and might conjure up the Firesign Theater for 
parents and grandparents who dug its oddball counterculture humor in the 
’60s and ’70s. “Stinkeye” relates a superpower that many of us, at one time or 
other, doubtless wished we had. The hilarious liner notes describe the song as 
“a blender drink made from Love Potion #9 and Screamin’ Jay Hawkins”; to the 
artists’ immense credit, it delivers. There’s an ode to an eraser, which every 
child knows is the best Delete/Do Not Send key for unflattering pencilings of 
the teacher. And “Dog Named Bo” is outstanding in my mind not just because 
of the clever lyrics and the effective rhythms provided by handclapping and a 
cardboard box but because Dad adopted Bo from the shelter. It’s Not Fair to Me 
is far more than fair to me, and you’ll love it, too!

Kate Karp is an editor for School News Roll Call and a freelance writer and editor.

Kate Karp

Isabella’s Book Review

A Page-Turner
Flexible Wings is Veda 

Stamps’ first full-length novel. 
The main character, Summer, 
wants to be on a swim team, 
but her parents are in the 
military and move around 
often. When she’s finally on a 
team, she doubts if she wants 
to participate. To make matters 

worse, her mom is deployed! Dad says that 
Grandma would come while Summer’s mom is 
gone. Soon, Summer makes new friends, but 
fights with her younger sister, Emiko. To make 
up she throws a surprise party! But the party 
becomes a disaster when Emiko is unable to 
breath because of a bee sting. Emiko does get 
better. Phew! The family survived this disaster, 
but will they survive what lies ahead- without their mom!

I give this book 5 stars, because every page has an extraordinary family, 
events, details and tragedies. This book is definitely a page-turner and will keep 
you reading until the end!

Isabella is a fourth grader who loves to write based on her experiences fictionalizing them into 
stories that relate to young readers. Isabella wants to be an author of realistic fiction when she 
grows up. She will rate the books 1 to 5 with 5 being the best.

Isabella A.
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